
ACTIVITY: Surfing 
CASE GSAF 1988.02.14 / SA-364 
DATE: Sunday February 14, 1988 
LOCATION: The incident took place in 
the Indian Ocean at Nahoon Beach, five 
kilometres northeast of the entrance to 
East London Harbour, Eastern Cape 
Province, South Africa.   
32°59,4'S, 27°57,1'E 
 
NAME: Michael Vernon Schaeffer 
DESCRIPTION: The surfer, a 20-year-
old male, was clad in a black neoprene 
wetsuit. He was barefoot but had a 
luminous blue leash attached to his right 
leg. 
SURFBOARD: The board was a single-
fin purple-coloured Lightning Bolt. 
 
BACKGROUND 
WEATHER: The sky was overcast. 
SEA CONDITIONS: The water was grey-green but clear and the surfer could see the sandy 
bottom. A one to 1,2-metre swell was running and water temperature was estimated to be 
17ºC. The incident took place three hours before mean low tide, and a channel was 
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present.  
MOON PHASE: Waning Crescent with 15% of the Moon illuminated. New Moon on 
February 17, 1988.  
ENVIRONMENT: Nahoon lies on the west bank of the Nahoon River, five kilometres north 
of the entrance to East London Harbour. The most popular beach in East London, Nahoon 
is renowned throughout the South African surfing community for producing some 
spectacular waves and is the venue of many national surfing competitions. No fish activity 
at Nahoon Beach was noted, but that day raggedtooth sharks were landed at Igota, 21 
kilometres southwest of Nahoon. 
DISTANCE FROM SHORE:  30 metres 
DEPTH: One metre 
TIME: 17h00 
 
NARRATIVE: Michael Schaeffer had been in the water about 15 minutes. He had ridden a 
wave to shore and was about to go back out again. When the incident took place his right 
foot was on the sandy bottom, his left foot was raised. The shark clamped on to his left foot 
and pulled. Schaeffer pulled his leg up, turning the shark slightly, and hit it on its belly with 
his fist. The shark released its grip and Schaeffer returned to the beach. 
 
INJURY: The teeth of the shark's lower jaw penetrated the sole of the 
surfer's left foot, its upper jaw teeth avulsed the flesh of his ankle. 
 
DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT: The surfboard was not damaged. 
FIRST AID: A temporary dressing was placed on the injury and his 
friends took him to the hospital in a  private car. The ride took about 
ten minutes. 
 
TREATMENT: The wounds were cleaned and sutured at Frere 
Hospital. No pre-op photographs were taken. 
 
SPECIES INVOLVED: Not identified. Shaeffer describes the shark as 
grey above, white below, but no more than a metre in length. 
 
SOURCES: Natal Mercury, February 16, 1988 
Interview with Michael Schaffer 
 
CASE INVESTIGATOR: Marie Levine 
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